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SEE YOUR HOME IN A
MORE ELEGANT LIGHT
By choosing the Eclipse PVCu
Window and Door system, you are
guaranteed a range of beautifully
designed products that will effectively
enhance the appeal and ambience of
your home. Encompassing a complete
range of fully integrated products, the
Eclipse system helps you to create the
home of your dreams.
Excellent engineering and outstanding
workmanship underpin our
commitment to both quality and
value.
The elegant Eclipse range comprises
an innovative portfolio of stylish
windows and tasteful doors. Each
product is perfectly suited for use as
an individual item or to create
spacious conservatories and sunrooms
too.
From your initial enquiry right
through to the perfect finish, you’ll
also experience a standard of
customer service that’s second-tonone.
Whether your home is large or small,
semi-detached, detached, terrace,
bungalow or high-rise, Eclipse will
transform your home.
See your home in a different light.
Choose Eclipse.

The Eclipse range encompasses a variety
of styles and finishes to help you achieve
the perfect look. From contemporary
and stylish to traditional and
sophisticated, your installation adviser
will help you choose the design that
best enhances your home and lifestyle.
You may wish to replicate the
arrangement and style of your existing
windows or, perhaps take the
opportunity to create a totally different
look.
In addition to the clean White PVCu
finish, the Eclipse system includes
Rosewood and Light Oak finishes.The
inherent strength and flexibility of the
system allows a great variation of

designs to be safely manufactured, from
large ‘picture’ style frames to Georgianstyle panels. What’s more, because the
Eclipse system has been installed in
thousands of homes over the years, we
know what works – and what doesn’t!
Your installation adviser will be delighted
to help you achieve the perfect look for
your home; from your dreams to reality.

LOW MAINTENANCE, HIGH SECURITY
Whichever style you choose, it’s easy to
make sure your windows stay looking
their best.
Low maintenance means exactly what it
says.The high quality PVCu that goes
into our windows is designed never to
rot, peel, crack or warp – no matter
what the weather throws at it.
The superior appearance of Eclipse
products is easily maintained by simply
wiping them down with a mild liquid
detergent as required. Enduring
operational performance is assured by
lightly lubricating pivot points annually.
Apart from that, you can leave your new

Eclipse windows to take care of
themselves.
There are no worries about security
either, with an extensive range of
security options available. Eclipse
windows and doors are designed to
meet or exceed independent industry
security tests. Key security features such
as security-protected hinges, extra
strong ‘shootbolt’ locking systems and
lockable night vents are all part of the
Eclipse security portfolio.
Safety is important too – in case there’s
a fire - also included in our portfolio of
options is a “Fire Safety” hinge that

allows a casement window to open to a
full 90 degrees thus providing an
emergency exit in case of fire.
It all adds up to a choice of safety and
security options that deliver real peace
of mind.

KEEPING NOISE OUT
AND THE WARMTH IN
In addition to looking great, your new
windows are supremely practical.
Excellent insulation properties can
significantly reduce the noise from
outside the house and help create a
quieter life inside.Your new windows
will also help to tame your energy bills
by keeping the warmth inside your
home.
Noise reduction is achieved by means
of the gap between the glass panes in
the sealed double glazed unit. With a
gap of 20mm, the average sound
reduction is 28 decibels.The sealed
units used with the Eclipse system
incorporate a gap of between 20mm
and 24mm so the sound reduction
properties are highly effective.
Insulating against heat loss works in
much the same way, by creating an
effective barrier against cold from the
outside. Badly fitting old windows can
let in draughts and can also ‘leak’
warmth through the glass and frames
themselves. The additional thermal
insulation provided by low emissivity
glass and the performance properties
inherent in the design of the enclosed
chambers within the Eclipse profiles
means heat loss is a thing of the past.
Energy conservation is so important
these days that it’s built into building
regulations.The standard is measured in
‘U’ values.The ‘U’ value measures the
amount of heat that is lost from inside
to outside; the lower the ‘U’ value the
better the thermal performance.

Building Regulations state that the
minimum acceptable ‘U’ value for
windows is 2.0. Eclipse windows more
than meet the standard, achieving a ‘U’
value as low as 1.3. Now, that’s what
you call cosy.

QUALITY ASSURED, SUPERB VALUE
Quality assured, superb value
Your home will look fabulous but only
you will know the true value for money
you have secured for you and your
home. By selecting items from the
Eclipse Window and Door system you
are guaranteed a range of beautifully
designed products that meet or exceed
the design appeal, technical specifications
and accreditations of the industry.

Installations are carried out by local
installers who are properly trained to
install your windows with the minimum
of disruption and mess.
Exceptional quality and excellent value
for money go hand in hand whatever
style of Eclipse window, door or
conservatory you choose.

MADE TO MEASURE,
EXPERTLY FITTED
Every Eclipse window and door is
individually surveyed and manufactured
using state-of-the-art manufacturing
equipment and processes.
As well as casement windows, the
Eclipse product range also includes eyecatching traditionally styled French
windows, contemporary patio doors
and traditional ‘sash’ style vertical sliding
windows.

Eclipse windows, doors and
conservatories are manufactured to the
very highest standards and comply with
Building Regulations when installed by
FENSA registered companies, or
through the auspices of local Building
Control Departments. FENSA is a selfregulatory scheme, approved by the
government, with strict codes and
guidelines that ensure correct standards
and procedures for all installations.

Cross section of typical Eclipse casement window

Each Eclipse window frame is
manufactured from high quality, high
grade PVCu polymers, which are
especially formulated to withstand the
rigours of the Central European climate
and are extruded to form thick walled,
window profiles.

Chamfered frame and sash profiles

Choice of sculptured of chamfered
beads
(sculptured shown)

Frames may be mechanically jointed or
fully welded and include galvanised steel
reinforcing bars within the profiles
where required. High quality glass
sealed units are added and the end
result is that your custom built Eclipse
windows have a superb finish and a long
lasting durability that has been fully
weather tested for excellent
performance year after year.

Hermatically sealed double glazed unit

Choose from a thoughtfully compiled
selection of handles, hardware and
security and safety options and your
Eclipse installation will be just what you
dreamed of.

2 Weather protection gaskets
70mm Front to back frame as standard
3 Chambers

Next steps….
Your installation adviser will take you
through each stage of the process from
initial advice to final fitting.

Galvanised steelreinforcment*
Please ask your installation adviser about the
comprehensive range of eclipse security safety
options.

*

Reinforcing will be fitted in line with the system company’s standard reinforcement
guidelines

Light Oak

Rosewood

Guaranteed for a full 10 years
Quality windows fitted by experts with an extensive guarantee from
your local installer, which is backed by a comprehensive 10 year
guarantee on your profile. For a great choice of styles and designs, you
can't go wrong when you choose from the Eclipse range.

www.eclipsewindows.co.uk
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